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ABSTRACT
The FHP lattice gaa model is extended to include a temperature variable in order to
study thermohydrodynarnk
The compressible Navier-Stokes equations are derived using
a Chapman- Enskog expansion. Heat conduction and convection problems are investigated,
including Benard convection. It is shown that the usual FHP reacaling procedure can be
avoided by controlling the temperature.
KEY WORDS:
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Introduction

Lattice gaa automata[l] have many applications, including flow through porous media and
chemically re~ting flows[2,3]. In addition, lattice gaaee methods provide several simple
modele which can ha studied analytically using statistical mechanics to determine the wavelength and ~cy
dependence of the trmsport coefficients[4]. Long time tails in velocity
autocorrelatl~
fuactiont and their relations to the divergence of trmsport coefficients in
two dimension hwe SISObstudied [5], Lat t ice gaa automata have been developed for
phase tranaitions[6], interface surface tension and boundary wetting[7j,
A model including temperature hae ●lEo been proposed, which uses ‘colors’ to represent
an energy variable to model the thermal oyrntems[8], Even though the simulation of this
model demonstrate
some interesting phenomena, thin model is unrealistic.
Because tlw
colors are just labels of the particlee, which have no intrinnic relations with the dynamic
properties. The propagation of thermoener~
are represented by the color tield and !Iom
not possess a well-defined thermodynamic energy and temperature transfer, The tramport
“Currant Airw: BMtol Rwarch [nsiituta, lJLivord\y O( hlcwua, Newuk, DE 19?I0
‘~urrenlsddwu: Department 0[ Phydco ud Astronomy, Dartmouth College, Hanowr, N II 03755
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cm only depend on density, whereas in realistic thermal systems ;hey depend on
both density ad temperature.
In this paper, we propose a lattice gas model with thirteen lattice gas velocitie~ to produce
a realistic thermohydrod~tics.
The model has a standard definition of temperature which
is related to the microscopic kinetic energy, A Chapman- Enskog expansion is used to derive
the thermohydrodynamic
equations and the transport
coefficients,
The FHP lattice gas
requir~ a scaling of time, pressure and viscosity because of the non- Galilean invariance,
Our model can avoid this scaling for isothermal systems.
[n Section 2, we describe the model, di~cuss its thermodynamic
properties and derive
the thermohydrodynamic
equations for local quilibrium.
The derivation of transport coefficients is given in Section 3. Applications of this model to heat conduction in channel
flows are studied in Section 4. Section 5 shows some numerical simulation results for Benard
convection. In Section 6, we dis .iss Navier-Stokes applications for isothermal svstems. The
last section discusses future applications.
coefficients

2

Lattice Gas Model for Thermohydrodynamics

To study temperature-dependent
effects, it is necessary to include at le~t two different
particle speeds ~n the model. We consider a lattice gas model with thrm types of particles,
distinguished
by their speeds and masses, We assume these particles have speed zero, one
and two with maases md = ~, 1 and ~ respectively, The spatial lattice is triangular, There
are twelve different nonzero velocity states and one zero-speed state allowed at each lattice
site. Each velocity is designated by e~ = cO[co,~(2ma/6), sin(2ra/6)]
(a = 1, . . . ,6, c& = 0, 1
and 2). Both speed-one and sped-two
particlea are chosen to have unit momentum in
order to maximize the number of momentum conserving collisions. If c: is the unit mass
kinetic energy for type u particles, then c: = ~le~[a. a(= O, 1, or 2) denotes the type of
particle, The microscopic kinetic energies associated with the particles are zero, one half
and one, resp~tively.
The faatest particle h~s the most kinetic energy. An exclusion rule is
imposed so that only one particle at e given : ~e can have a given velocity, If we use ,Y:(J, t )
(e=0,1,2anda=l
, i , . ,6) to denote the particle occupation at site Z and time, t, then
./f/: = Oor 1. Unlike the passive scalar model[lO], we allow two particles with different speeds
in same direction to occupy the same site,
There are two microscopic promm:
stremning and collision. In the stre8ming prcxw,
a particle in data e% either staya at its original site or moves from its present site to the
ncaret or next naueat neighbor site in the direction e%,depending on its speed (zero, one, or
two), There am no puticle interactions during streaming prccemes, When particla occupy
the same site, a collision can occur, changing particle dir~tions and speeds. Examples of
such collisions are shown in Fig, 1,
Three kinds of collisions are allowed, The first kind of collision Includes collisions betwwr
the same type of particles, The second kind of collision includes collisions between dilf’crrnt
types of particles, but conserves the number of each type of particle, Thig type of cnllisiol)s
involves speed. onc and speed-two particlea, The third type of coliision allows a rll~ngt= i[]
the number of each type of particle, An example is shown in Fig, lc: a speed-two partiul(*
collides with a rest particlr aIld two speed-one particles emerge, only this type of rollisit)[)
can change the number of zero-speed particles.
2

These thre Kinds of collisions can occur simultaneously or sequentially. In simultaneous
collision, there is no order preference for the collisions, One simply takes the initial particle
configuration and redigtributea particlea while following the conservation rules, This usually
requires a large collision table, For a system with m discrete velocities, a table with ?m
entries is required. Sequential collisions, however, can split the collisions into an arbitrary
number of time steps with one kind of collision occurring each substep. For example ir, Fig.
1, we can have the first kind of collision for speed-one and sped-two particles first, Then we
could use the updated particles aa input for the second. kind of collision. Then we could use
the updated particles as input for the third kind of collision, We will discuss the difference
between simultanmus
collisions and sequential collisions later.
The kinetic equation for the particle-occupation
.V~ due to collision and streaming opcrations can be written,
N~(S+C~,t

+ 1) - fv~(~,~) = A:,

where ~\~ is the collision operator for N:. Let
distribution, where () represents the enamble
is much less than the characteristic time and
characteristic space scale of hydrodynamics in
equation (1) in the following form:

(1)

{~ = (N:) be the ensemble-averaged particle
average. Assume that the collisio; time scale
that the lattice length is much less than the
which we are interested. Then we can :ewrite

(’))

where f;: represents the rate of change of j’s due to collisions. To obtain ●
quation (2). NV
have used a Boltzmann approximation in which we assume there is no correlation between
ditierent particle states at the same site and the same time.
We define the macroscopic mam density, n, fluid momentum field, nii, and particle inteinal energy ne by t hc following equations:

(4)
a,o

We define !he temperat~we, 7’, of the lattice gaa using:
(6)

where i is tile nllmber of degr~s of fr~dom and kB is the Boltzmann constant, ‘1’his is in
analogy to the classical equipartition theorem, c is a intensive quantity, which can also IN’
defined to be a temperature. We normally uw e to represent temperature in this paprr,
Conservation of mass, momentum md energy req~lire the following constraints on tlw
collision operator:

Taking moments of (2), we obtain the following continuity, momentum and energy equations:
h
(s)
~+
V”nii=O,

(10)
where fi is the

symmetric

of order 2, had = EIW m“~~(%)~(%)o,
@is the hea’. flux,
- ~., and ~ is the preaaure tensor, ~afl = ~.,c m“j~(~ -

tensor

(Oa = z.,. ~“f:(z
- W(z
ti)m(e~ - uZ)P.
To obtain hydrodynamic equations, we amume the system approached a local thermody.
narnic equilibrium. In the Chapman- Enskog expansion, the equilibrium state corresponds
to the zeroth order collision term in the kinetic quation (2), i.e, fl~[”l = O. This leads to a
Fermi- Dirac equilibrium distribution
f:(o)

=

1 + ezp[m”(c

1
+ b% . C+ yc~)]’

(11)

where ~, /3 and y are Lagrange multipliers determind by the definitions (3), (4) and (,;).
a,@ and y arc the functioqn of n, J-and g.
To obtain aolutiom for II, @and P, we expand J#O) to third order in u, assuming [171<<1
and expand a = a. + alua, ~ = j%+ Aua, and y = 2(7o + Tlua). The velocity ●xpansion of
~~(o) then h- the form

where d: is the equilibrium distribution

when Z = 0,
(1:1)

Because dg and C: are independent of a, we replaced: by d. and c; by c.. The coefficients
3.,,31, al and 71 in equation (12) are functions of n and c, determined by the definitions of
(3), (-l) and (5):
n
L%=g ~eda(l
- Lf.)mdzcdz’
al =

a3ba - aa~
a1b2 - a2b1’
al~ - a3bl

71 =

a1b2 - a2bl’

where,

For models in which the rest particle does not have internal energy, we obtain
fi(o) = ng(n, e)uauo + AL??
afl

(14)

where Jed is the Kronecker symbol; g(n, c) is the coefficient of the convective term.
g(n,c) = #~T

~m’’’dd(l

- dd)(l - 2d&)lc”14,

(15)

and
p = PO+plu2,

(l(;)

where ,V is the number of distinct velocity directions (six for a hexagonal Iatticc), am] D is
the space dimension (two for our model);
(Ii)

5

and
pl = ;(1

-g(rl,

c)).

( 1s)

In equation (18), note that pl = O when g(n, e) = 1. This very desirable coincidence isa
direct result of including an additional speed in the model.
Equation (17 ) is the equation of state for an ideal gas. The sound speed, c,, is J for the
isothermal caae.
To order U2, the heat flux vector from equilibrium distribution j~(”l, q~o), is

n

m’d8(l-4)ld14

-2and~:Vil=
where h(n, c) = %~
~ ~ m:ql-ddela)[~.
mc&d8)
the first-order momentfim and energy equations:

For a continuum we
have addition terms:

with a Maxwell distribution,
~jo)

and
P :

=

pV “C. Hence. we have

q!o) will vanish.

TO ~(u3),

we can

xU2Ui

Vc= n(g(n,e)-

l)ati:

vii,

where

with

x: =~m:d.(1

- d,)(l

- 2ff&)(ul + 71c3)cjm

Note that tbe FHP.I and FHP-11 model~ ~r~ degenerate cases of equations ( 14) and ( 16).

After some -bra,

we obtain g(n, c) = &

and c = ~ for FHP-I;

ad

g(~, C) = ~

and c = $ for FHP- 11[11]. In general, g(n) and pl depend on density and temperature.
Temperature is usually determined by the particle density ratios between different types of
particla. For the sp~ial ~:
do = dl = d2, we have the explicit form:
211-2d
-—
‘=321-d’
where d is the reduced denmity, d = ~n,
z,
models[l 1].

g(n) has a form similar to that

6

found in FIII’

3

The Chapman-Enskog

At equilibrium,

we have a zero-order

Exransion and TYansport CoefHcients
distribution

which

satisfies

(-):(0) = (-J.

The first-order

equations

(21)

become
~fdo)
*

+ e: . V~~(0) = f2~IlJ,a = 1,~

df~”) = *[,,
T

0“

.AIso, we have
fo =

do)+ j(f)

j: = j:(o)+ j:(l),

(23)
where the tensor, c~c]b~, is the collision coefficient in $1~(’).
Substituting
(12) i’nto (22), we obtain

or,

(N)
Also, we obtain

the equation

for j~(l)

7

Here ~ is the unit

tensor.

We decompose

L tae = Lt.c(visc)

L~,,. to several parts:

+ Lla. (cond) + Ltda(V

ti)

(’27)

where

L,..(V

. ii) = +j30dJl

- da)r-n&c; V

;

and we have eliminated the time-dependent
terms.
In order to obtain the transport coefficients, we need to write down the detailed collision
operators and their linear expansions. We only derive thp simplest cae: do = dl = d2. ,4s
mentioned before, collisions can be executed simultaneously or sequentially.
If we consider
the lattice gas to be a finite-difference scherr.e, the sequential collisions are suggestive of a
time split method. In our simulations, the code has the following five-step sequential collision
operation:
(1) speed-one particle collisions with all possible configurations,
regardl~s of
speed-two and rest particles; (2) speed-two particle collisions with all possible configurations,
regardless of speed-one and rest particles; (3) speed-one and speed-two particle collisions.
Only two-body head-on collisions (A speed-one particle collides with a speed-two particle)
have been introduced.
The outgoing particle direction is 60° from the incomi~g direction:
(4) similar collisions to those describd
in (3) with 120° rotation; (5) either one speed-two
particle collides with one rest particle or two speed-one particles collide as shown in Fig.
1c. We allow all spectators.
In (3) and (4), we also allow the collisions with spectators.
Then, these two particle collisions are really four-body (particle and hole) collisions, usually
having the form: ~i~j( 1- ~~)(1 - ~1), which is much larger than the standard collision form
lli~~s ( 1- J,)(I”~ J. Here ~i is the configuration assignment at 2. In general, if there are .~J
sequential collisions, the collision operator in equation (2) can be written as:

where j(i)

m f(a, t + ~)
and Q(i) is the collision operator associated with the i-th substep.
...
Let ~~~,~~ be tb linear expansion of fl~)”. Then, it is e~y to show that ~~!b,l in equation
[25) have the form
(30)

The matrix product, ~(i)~(i+l) , is not reversible, This is related to the fact that a different collision order will give different outgoing configuration and, hence, different trans >ort
coefficients.
The collision matricea in our paper have the following form:

8

a’ = d(l - d)tirc(-(1
–(1 -d)(l

– Cf)(l +4d)
+2d)

-c?,

-#,;(l

-(f)(l

~(l -d)(l

+5d)

+5d)+&,;(l

+ ~d2, #l

- d)(l + d) + ~d2,

-d)(l

+d)+

~d2),

W2=W1,
u; = d(l - d)circ(-.(l

- d)(l + 4d) - 2d2, ;(1 - d)(l + 2d + 3d2) + d3, ~d(l - d)z,

o,~d(l

-d)2,

$l

-d)(l

+2d+3d2)

+ d3),

tij = d(l - d)circ(O, ~d(l - d)a, ~(l - d)(l + 2d + 3da) + d3,
-(1 -d)(l
w: = d(l - d)drc(-(1

+4d)
-d)(l

~f = d(l - d)circ(O, (l -d)(l

- 2d2, #l

-d)(l

+4d)-

#,0,(1

+4d)+

4&,0,-(1

W:l = circ(-2d(l

+2d+3cf2)
-d)(l

+4d) +4d2,0,

-d)(l

- d), O,-d(l

+d3, ~d(l - d)2),

+4d)-d2,0,

- d), O,-d(l

(l - d)(l +4d) + 4d2,0),
(l -d)(l

+4d) +4d2),

- d),()),

Ufa = circ(O, d(l - d), O,O,O,O,d(l - d)),
W:l = 42,
w% = circ(-d(l

-d),

O,O,O,O,d(l -d)),

where m“rc rep~ta
the circulant matrix.
HeCause of the rotational ~ymmetry of the lattice and collisions, we can write a compact
form for d$!b~,

=

mh8k!i
i

(31)

10
00

(1)

T&A=
()

Tj\’ =

01
00
()
00
~ o

7;:) =
()

o 0

~(:) =

e

() 01”

We know that w~~ are circulant matrices, having the form:
(i)

(i) u/j,
@$) = a“rc[ul 1, U12,

u!;),

Cl/j), u;:)],

where Ul, is an element of the circulant matrix.
The eigenvalues of this matrix w$~ are
J:) = ~ u!:)ezp(2mi(c
a
and

[JO] . SC)

s

- ;)(= - 1)),

~!i)#c)
c

where i = 1,,..,6 and c = 1,..,, 6. tie) are the eigenvectors.

9

(:]2)

All the [Ji)] have same eigenvectors,

We have
(33)
where {C-Uand W~~
We C= write
(M)

Thus,
(:15)
The two-component

vector @~:
( :16)
u

10

i.e:

(3!3)
We can obtain

the first-order

stress tensor
~:i

=

x(x

C.ua

(%)a(z)ou:)(xm.

@

= x%(z).(?)

c:w:””)[pe’~(:’isc) +

Note that the term p’*~(coruf) haa no contribution

aOa

f“(’)

pc’”(v~C)],

(40)

to 11~~. (40) can be rewritten as

From the above equation, we obtain the shear viscosity

(

or,

11

12)

We obtain

the following analytid
A = ‘$(x

formula for heat conductivity:

e

(43)

mec~kV2;J
e )(xca’wy)(~),
e’

The derivative (~),
in (43) can be evaluated from the definitions (3) - (5). Following
the method proposed by Hatori and Montgomery [12], after tedious algebra, we can obtain
the kinematic viscosity, v = fi
~, and conductivity u follows:
us

_+(_?_+

+)

A

where,
c

3,1 = -lld

-

;~

819d

=

(44)

-*’

+ 38d2 + 6& - 351d’ + 762ds + 132# - 2925d7

+4347de - 36C@ - 6390d10 + 8748d11 - 5508d1z + 1728d13 - 216d14.
(

3,2

=

and
t

-3d(l

- d)3 - 12dz(l - d)2 - 3d3(l - d),

2,2 = -6d+

+123#

7d2 +31d3 - llsd’

- 494d7 + 6368-

432P+

+ 118ds

156d10 - 24d11.

The constant, ~, is the lattice vimaity, the second-order correction term to the kinetic
equation (2). It is a digcrete effect of the lattice, and is 2.5 timee larger than that found in
the FHP unit mass gingle-gpeed models[l 1]. In Fig, 2 and 3, we present the viscosity and
heat conductivity aa a function of reducd dengity, They are alwayg positive, The viscosity
h~ a shape similar to other FHP models. Using the same method discussed above, the
general viscosity for different d. can aleo be worked out immediately by allowing w~~ in (31)
to be c-dependent.
The complete equations for momentum and energy up to O(ua) now have the following
form:
8t(nJ) + Vs (ng(n, c)ti@ = -Vp
d~(r4e)+V0
4

(neii) = -V o(nh(n, c)d)

Heat Conduction

in Channel

-pVs

t+

V” (~vc)

+ V Q(}!VO
+PVG:

Vti

(45)

Flows

4,1 Thermal Boundary Implementation:
The thermohydrodynam.ic
quatiom
(45) can be used to simulate physical system~ with
temperature-dependent
boundaries. At these boundaries, appropriate collision rules must
be chosen,
Adiabatic and isothermal boundary conditions are commonly used. Adiabatic ccmdit~on~ rqllire zero temperature gradient normal to the wall. In a lattice gas modf*l, this is
achieved by selecting incident and reflected particlea which have same kinetic er~ergy (t]~irrt)r
12

reflection),
i.e., there is no change in type of partic]eg at the wall. A constant-temperature
boundary
can be obtained
by maintaining
a fi~ed ratio between speed-one
and speed-two
boundary can be
particles
after a collision with the wall. For example, a high-temperature

achieved by allowing a sped-one particle to have a nonzero transition probability to become
a speed-two particle.
There are two commonly used velocity boundary conditions: nonslip and free-slip. The
nonslip condition produces zero velocity at the wall, This is sometimes called a bounce-back
condition. The freeslip velocity condition is useful for thermohydrodynamic
problems, Here
we require the velocity derivative normal to the wall direction to be zero. The ~.elocity
tangential to the wall remains unchanged, This is sometimes called the free-slip boundary
condition.
Adiabatic and isothermal boundary rules must conserve mass and satisf} some
velocity restrictions.
Since speed-one and speed-two particles in our model do not have the
same mass, we cannot simply just change the speed of the particle and still conserve mass, .4
simple way to reduce the temperature and conserve mass is to allow two speed-two particlrs
which occupy the same boundary site to become one speed-one particle. The inverse process
can be used to raise the boundary temperature,
When all particles in the system have zero
speed, the system has zero temperature,
When all particle are speed-two particles and the
macroscopic velocity is zero, the system will have the maximum temperature,
c = 2.
4.2 Heat Conduction
A typical two-dimensional heat conduction problem is to determine the tempcracur~ tie!(l
between two plane plates with a small temperature difference, When the macroscopic ieloci~~
is zero, the temperature h a linear function of of the distance from one plate for time t + :x,
A simulation of this system was run using a periodic condition, N:(O, t) = A’~(Lr, t), where
L= is the x-direction length (along the channel). The initial condition is constant temperature
everywhere (c = f)
~ and we use a reduced density d of 0.25 for all directions. The lower wall
has a hot temperature
of 1,13 and the upper wall hm the lower temperature of 0,85. ‘1’he
simulation occupieu 512 x 256 lattice sit=. We have used a 512 x 4 site average to obtain
distribution
(o
temperatures
as the function of y, In Fig. 4, we present the temperature
symbols) for time step 30,000, The normalization is aa same M in Section 4.3.
4.3 Heat Conduction in a Channel Flow with a Poiseuille Velocity Profile
An intereating simulation wm done for the system described in 4,2 but with forcing in the
z direction, Thin forcing is obtained by flipping particle velocitim along the flow clircctlon.
Because sp~-one
and npeed-two particles have a same momentum, we can use the same
forcing for both typ
of particles,
There are two allowd forcings in the ~-direction:
a
particle along the direction of 120° clegreeo with the z axi changes to be a particle along thr
direction of 60° with z axie. The reflection of this flipping through the x axis is also allowed,
This flipping process rlo= not change total maae or total energy; only the momentum chantiqw.
In a constant temperature system, the momentum increase is balanced by friction at the wall.
The system relaxes to a parabolic veloc’;; profile. [f the system haa a temperatur~ gra(limrt
and the transport coefficient is independent of temperature,
the momentum equation still
has the same form M the constant temperature
case, but the temperature
equation \\’ill
couple with the velocity distribution,
We define
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where co and El are the upper wall and lower wall temperaturrespectively, 2h is the channel
width and U. is the maximum velocity in the charnel center (~ = 0). Then, we will have
parabolic velocity distribution:
u“ = (1 - y=’),
From (45), we have the temperature

where B, = ~1

is the B rmkman
‘

equation:

number,

which is the product

and Eckert number [13]. It can be shown that the temperature
e“ = +(1

- y“’) + ;(1 - y=).

of the Prandt!

number

has the following distribution:
(46)

In Fig. 4, we present the temperature for UO= 0.267 ( x symbols, Br = 0,21) compared
with the zero velocity case (0 symbols, 13r = O). The numerical results of th~e temperature
distributions
agree qualitatively
with (46).
5

Benard Convection

Benard convection is perhaps the best-studied
hydrodynamic
instability problem because
in this process a simple instability mechanism produces complicated flow patterns,
Again
we consider fluid flow betwam two plane plateu with different temperatures
as described
in Section 4 for the heat conduction problem. But now we impose a large temperature
difference,
For comparison with other data, in this section we use ‘T instead of c. The
gravitational
forcing is here in the negative y direction. The transition from conduction to
convection, determined in the linear stability analysis, depends on the Rayleigh number:
Ra =

an A TL3f
Au

;

(47)

where a is thecaefficiant of thermal expansion, -~~,
AT is the temperature
gradient
betwen two phtes; f is the forcing rate per unit area per time step; Lv is the distance between
two platca; A is the thermal conductivity; and v is the kinematic viscosity. The Brmwinesq
approximation
is neded to derive the approximate
equation for the small grn Jient case.
This approximation
amumea th~t convection can be describml by the incompressible NavierStoken equation and that the density in forcing term n f can be replaced by n = n“( 1–a AT).
In an ideal gas system: a = + .
The system size in oui simulation is fixed to make L,, the lattice size in the x-direction,
twice the size of L.,. This allows the system to support the typical convection cells sc~n in
experiments[14],
The velocity bounda~y will affm-( the critical Rayleigh n~mber. l’sllally
a free.slip boundary condition is amociated with a nigher critical Rayleigh nunlbrr
\Vt’
Ilse both nonslip and free-slip boundary conditions to determine the their effects ot] tll~’
14

formation
of the convection
cells. The initial condition
we use is zero velocity. The reduced
density for the initial time step is do = (fI = da = 0,25,
Because the lattice gas system itself has considerable
internal noise, it is difficult to deter-

mine precisely the critical Rayleigh number for the transition from conduction to convection,
The measurement of the Nusselt number as a function of Rayleigh number determines how
the heat flux and heat conductivity change when we the Ra number is varied. The critical
point can be determined from these measurements.
Here ;Vu = ~,
the rat ic of the effect i~’e
conductivity, ~~tj, of convection to the conductivity, A, for UV= 0, Aglf can be measured
using the following relation:
AT
(.1s)
qu = –A,,!—.
Ay
Here qy is the heat flux determined from the microscopic me-utement
using q, =
~a,a m“f~(~
- ii)a(~ - ii),.
Because the Ra number varies as LV3, it is easy to use L”
to vary Ra. The forcing scheme is very sifilar
to that described
in Section 4. But this forcing is not the same M a gravity. For identical molecules in a uniform gravitational field, all
particles in space at each time step experience the same acceleration, In a lattice gas, however, a particle only can accept a unit momentum by changing its direction. If all particles
at each time step are accelerated, the forcing will be too strong. A random, low-frequency
particle forcing is required, The forcing sites used in this paper are randomly distributed in
space and time rather than using fixtd space points[8]. For a given flipping rate, it is difficult to make the forcing directly proportional to density, n, u required by linear stability
theory, because of exclusion of multiple particle occupations,
For example, suppose we !ind
a particle in the b direction in Fig. 1, which should change it to be in the j-direction,
hut
if there is a particle in the same ull in the / direction, the forcing is prohibited. Thus this
acceleration is actually proportional to d( 1 - d), where d is the reduced density, Suppow=
that d = do( 1 +a AT) , where do is the reduced density for the constant temperature systeln.
then we have d( 1 - d) = (do - (f:) + ado(l - 2do) A T + r-(AT2), The constant term can
be combined with the pressure gradient term and the AZ’ term is the Boussinesq force anti
there is a only a rescale effat compared with the force proportional to density, In order to
keep the coefficient of AT, crdo(1- 2do), to be positive, the reductxl density must IN lws
than half, This same restriction is required in order to keep g(n) positive,
In Fig, 5, we present typical Iat,tice gas simulation reuulta for the convection CPIIS, The
system size is 512 x 256 lattice sites. The initial de:)~i!y nd velocity loading is rmcforn,
After about 30,000 times utepa, we time-average for 3000 steps. A spatial average of 16 x 16
sites is used to obtain a macroscopic value. Then we can t~ave 32 x 16 macroscopic sitrs,
A nonslip condition for all walla and an adiabatic thermal condition for the left and rigl)f,
boundaries have been used. Two convection vortices are observed, These two vorticrs ~rr
not completely stable, The centers of the vortices oscillete slightly about *he center point.
There are several causes for this. First, the Fbyleigh number is above the transition pt)illt.
!?rcond, the forcing mechanism used ie impulsive and random, This generates IO(IJ1llOISV
which {icstabilizcs the vorticity pattern,
Third, the convection ccdlicients, g(n, ‘~) in Itl~
momentum equation and h(n, T) in the energy equation differ, ‘1’his causes dif[crr[lt Ii[lw
scales for the two equations.
\Vhen we use a periodic condition in the lateral direction and keep the upper .n~l It)\vrr
Imllrldmies M before and thange the wall to nonslip conditions, all silrmlatiol~s show sillllllr
15

spati~ velocitY structures, but with a minor perturbation
of the vortex center. Figs. 6 and
7 are the density and temperature contours for Fig, 5, Typical convection behavior is found.
In Fig. 8, we give the temperature
( averaged along the x dir~tion)
profiles from Fig. 7,
This plot shows that there is a thermal boundary near the upper and bottom boundaries,
The density distribution
h~ a structure that agr=s with other simu1ations[15].
The measurement of heat flux in the y direction, qu, (which should be linearly proportional to the Nussclt number) versus temperature
difference AT (which should be linearly
proportional to Ra) is presented in Fig. 9, The forcing rate for each time step is about 10 and
the average density per cell is 3.25. After the system approaches a local equilibrium. a spatial
average over 1000 time steps was used to obtain the heat flux. A linear relation between
heat flux and temperature
difference for large AT is found. This agr~
with experimental
observations[14].
The change in heat flux with a change of temperature
in experiments has
a sharp change of slope at the critical Rayleigh number. Our simul~tion does not clearly
Noise in the lattice gas model is possibly too large, An extrappreent this phenomenon,
olation gives a transition point at AT = 0,3, which corresp-ends to a Rayl~igh number if
2508.
6

Isothermal

Problems and Galilean Invariance

Now we consider the isothermal incompressible fluid limit for the present model, \Ve \vant
to recover the Navier. Stokes quation
with no unphysical terms at some fixed temperatllrrs,
Note that if c and n both are constant, the energy equation is automatically
satisfied, \l.Lss
density, n, and energy, c, are defined by (3) and (5), Thus for a given mass density, Ive
can vary the temperature
by varying the ratios of different types of particle to mass Jenslty
L’. = ~, The temperature
is determined by these r ,tios. The quantities, de, we consitler
here a~e the ●
quilibrium vdueo, determined by ●
quation (11),
If the particles are in statistical equilibrium, the collisions between the different typm of
particlea should satisfy the detailed balance condition, After eliminating aO and yO in ( 11)
for the zero velocity CM, we obtain

as required

by the principle

of the detailed

balance,

y = ~
m~~(~-~il
and z = #[~
+ ~],
Together with quations
(3) and (5), we have 4 variables. dO,dl, (fJ,
and t but o n) y three equations.
The internal energy can be treated u a free paraniei~’r ill
the isothermal limit, We may add the equation, g(n, t) = 1, or equivalently, p, = O, and ask
whether physical solutions exist for these equations,
Fhysical solut:ons r~quire 1>d~ ? [1
and c~~~ S c > 0, Here c varies from Oto N -1 and t~a is cteterrnincd by the geometry. For
physical s~lut~ons, we may write d. = d,,(n) and and c I= c(n), We show later that physic~l
solutions exist, Because the lattice gun model has density fluctuations, we cannot rxnct l!’
flhtisfy g(n, c) = 1, Instead, we can write down the velocity dependence of n = n,, + 11111’
and c = CO+ ~lu~ for nmail macroscopic velocities, Consqucntly
we have g(rt, c) = I + ()( Ii’)
and pl = O(u”), One can show that these UJ corrections contribute terms of or(lm 111II)
the Navier-Stokes equation,
Ilcnce the order of accuracy of the Navim-Stokm mllluti~)ll I<
‘Inchanged by corrections of order u~ in the dcnoity and internal energy,
16

di = &

,2 = *-J,

To illustrate

this idea. to the second order in Itil, we obtain the equilibrium
distributions
dO, d, and da and the energy c aS a function of density n, \ve solve for these four variables
using

the four equations,
~do+6dl

+3d3

= n,

3d1 + 6da = nc,
( +)’

ndl(l

-dl)(l

= (~)(~)!

-dz)(l

-2dl)+2da(l
= 12[d1(l

-2d2)

- (fI) + da(l - da)]z.

i;(l)

In Fig. 10, we praent the numerical solution of do, dl and da for n s 2,5, Other allowed
physical solutions appear for 3 < n S 4.5 and 7 ~ n < 10.5. For the excluded values of n,
at !east one di becomes unphysically negative.
In Fig, 11, the solid line shows those values of c and n for which g = 1. Physical solutions
exist along this line. We also plot physically allowed t(n) for other values of g. There are two
reasons to be intereatecl in the n-dependence of the solution of g. First, one would like C(n)
to be a slowly varying fuc~tion of g, so that snd.1 density fluctuations cause small changes in
g, We see that this is true, Second, we could cmry out the usual g-scaling of time, viscosity
and pressure, and obtain a corresponding change in the Reynolds number, Re = ~, Here
velocity, 1 is a characteristic length, and v is the viscosity. In pre~lolls
u is a characteristic
calchlatiGns, g is about $, Having g = 1 allows at least a factor of thre higher Reynol~ls
number. Letting g be larger than one and scaling allows even higher Reynolds numbers for
the same viscosity. This Reynolds number increaae is important because the computer time
for a lattice gas calculation depends on the fourth power of the Reynolds number,
Iu order to demonstrate the modified g(n) effect in the equation of state, in Fig, 12, Jve
pr=ent computational
results for the 13-bit model for the energy decay in Kolmogorov flow,
compard
with analogous results for the FHP. I model[16,17], A system size of 4096 x 4096
lattice sites WM used for both casea, The period in the y direction is 4096 x $ lattice
units, Momentum and ●nergy have ben averaged over 64 x 64 lattice sites to obtain 64 x 6-!
macroscopic points. The streamwiae energy of the system is obtained by summing over all
the macrooc.epic streunwice
kinetic energim, There is a mubstmtial energy oscillation in
FHP-I model because of g(n) effect in the quation of state, We find that the oscillation ill
kinetic ener~ decay gratly decrea,sea for the praent model because pl equals to zero, rtlr
initial velocity is U. = 0.3sin(y). The initial conditions for the 13-bit modrl ~Te n = ‘2.0 AI](I
c = 0,~5; for FHP. [, n - 1,8 and c = (),5. The internal energy de~.~.y rate IS within three
percent of the theoretical prediction.
The detailed- balance condition in (49) requires some modification if the temperature an~l
(Imsity changes are not small, as expected in compressible casea for moderate vclocitim. l:~~r
these cMeiY,we Introduce the parameter, y, which is the ratio of the probability uf n collision
process to the probability of its inverse process, 7 is one for the original model, Th~r~fore, the
equilibrium distribution Of (1I) s~ould include a potential ●nergy depending cm ~, Equation
(40) will then be replaced by another quation
which contains a ~ dependence.
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7

concluding

Remarks

lattice gas model with thirteen discrete velocities for
simulating thermohydrodynamics,
An analytical derivation shuws tha: this model obeys the
compressible Navier-Stokes equations. A simulations confirm the usefulness of the model for
thermohydrodynamic
flow problems. Applications of the model to typical thermal problems
have produced results which compare well with other numerical and analytic results.
The collision operations used in this paper are not optimized, In order to obtain a larger
Reynolds number, we can let the collision operation include all allowed collision processes.
Because we can vary g(n) in the system for isothermal systems, it is possible to obtain a large
R. by optimizing the collision operator and choosing an optima! density and temperature
domain.
The generalization of the r-ults of this paper to three-dimensional
thermohydrodynamics
is expected to be straightforward[ 18].
Further studia and applications of this model are in progress, First, the success of this
model in recovering Galilean invariance at a particular temperature
and density make it
plausible that we can use a system with many discrete velocities to obtain a more general
Galilean invariance without the isothermal restriction,
It will be interesting to address
such questions as: how many speds are needtxl to recover the Galilean invariance and to
obtain a c~rrect equation of state without velocity dependence?
Second, there are many
interesting th~retical
and engineering problems which can be simulated using this lattice
gas model, including flow through porous media, mantle convection and biomechanical flo~v,
The viscosity of the present model depends on the local i,~:~perfi’ ure and density. This is at]
important property for simulating realistic rnateria.h in mantle convect ion[19], In genrral,
these flows have low Reynolds number and complicated boundaries, Third, the extension of
this model to include other properties such u chemical reactions and phase transitions is
possible,
Studieu by Nadiga, Broadwell and Sturtevant, [20], have shown how many speeds are required to reproduce specific physical phenomena, including shocks and equilibrium Jlaxtvelliarl
distributions,
In this

8

paper,

we have

presented

a
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Figure Captions

Fig.

1 Some collision rules for the 13 bit lattice ga.. model. The length of the arrows is
proportional to speed. Speed one paiticles have a unit mass. Speed-two particles have
~ unit m=s. The left side refers to the states before a collision. The right side refers to
the states after the collision. (a) describes collisions between the same type of particles;
(b) deecribes collisions between different types and (c) shows collisions which change
the number of each type of particle.

Fig.

2 Kinematic

viscosity

versus reduced density, d, for the present model with d = d,] =

dl = da.
Fig.

3

Heat conductivity

versus reduced density, d, for the present model with d = dO =

dl = dz.

Fig.

4 The comparison of the temperature distribution across channel width when the system h- and does not have a net flow along the z-direction,
The x signs represent
the temperature
for the sy~tem with a ~-direction flow. The ~ signs represent the
temperature
for the system with zero net flow.

Fig.

s Velocity v~tor distribution
in Benard ccmvection.
The bottom boundary has a
temperature
of 1,48 and the upper boundary has a temperature
of 0.54 . The left
and right boundaries are adiabatic with a frw”-slip velocity condition being used for
tangential velocity components,

Pig.

6 Density contours

Fig.

7 Temperature

rig.

8 The temperature

Fig.

9 Heat flux versus temperature

Fig.

10 Equilibrium distributions for speed zero(solid), sped one(d=h) and speed two(dot,
right vertical coordinate) when g(n, e) = 1, This figure demonstrates
the existence of
physical solutions when g, the coefficient of the ii, Vti term, is unity,

Fig.

11 c(n) plott for g = 0,9 (daeh), 1,0 (solid), 1,2 (dot),l.~ (chain dash) and 2.0 (chain
dot), Thim figure illuotratee a range of g for which physical solutions exist.

Fig.

12 The strearnwise kinetic energy for the Kolmogorov flow, uo = 0,3sin(y). The solid
curve is the 13-bit result with n = 2,0 and e = 0,25. The da~hed curve is the &bit result
when n = 1.8 and c = 0,5. The unphysical oscillation presented in the 6-bit result is
reduced sigr.~iicatly in the 13-bit result because the u 2 term in the pressure has been
eliminated,

from the lattice gau simulation

contours

for Fig. 5.

from the lattice gas simulation

profile obtained

for Fig. 5.

by averaging over x for Fig, 7.

difference between two plates.
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